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AesrRA,cr

Reaction fabric is the fabric resulting from the control of the orientation of one mineral

by another. It may be produced by exsolution, simultaneous crystallization, parallel
growth, and replacement. Such fabrics can be shown on a contoured reaction fabric dia-
gram, which indicates the orientation of one mineral with respect to another that has

known orientation. The reaction fabric diagrams of quartz with respect to microcline in

micrographic intergrowth, and of aibite with respect to labradorite which it replaces,

indicate that there is some control of the orientation of quartz bv microcline and albite
by labradorite.

INrnonucrrow

When one mineral replaces another some ions from the host mineral
often form part of the guest mineral. It is possible, therefore, that the
orientation of the crystal structure of the guest will be influenced by the
orientation of the structure of the host mineral. Control of the orienta-
tion of one mineral by another results in what is termed, in this paper,
reaction fabric.

Reaction fabric is most readily recognized in crystals which contain
chains, sheets, or bands of SiOa tetrahedra. These structural elements
often determine the position of cleavages and the crystallographic form
of a mineral, and the relative orientation of the guest and host can be ob-
tained by reference to these properties, e.g. in the uralitization of pyrox-
ene bands in the amphibole structure are sometimes parallel to the
chains in the pyroxene structure (Fig. 1).

When considering minerals such as quartz and felspar, however, re-
course must be made to the detailed optics of pairs of minerals for the
determination of their relative orientation. Although the principal axes
of the optical indicatrix do not, in general, coincide with chains, bands,
and sheets of ions in such minerals, the relations between structural
elements and optical properties are well known, and when using the
stereographic net, deviation is easily allowed for. The purpose of this
paper is to show how by using the optic properties of minerals the reac-
tion fabric can be determined.

CoxsrnucrroN oE THE RnecrtoN Fesnrc Dracnalr

Hornblende granophyres from Pepin Island, Nelson, New Zealand,
contain about thirty per cent of a micrographic intergrowth of quartz
and microcline. Using the univ.ersal stage, the following procedure has
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Frc. 1. A uralite vein (lined) crossing two pyroxene crystals (stippled). The fibres of
uralite are parallel to the cleavage in the pyroxene.

been used to obtain the equal area plot of the reaction fabric of the c axis
ol quaftz (Eo) with respect to the X indicatrix axis for microcline (*a),
here described. X^, in the intergrowths.

(o) Determine the positions of two of the indicatrix axes for microcline
(X^, Y^, and Z^) in an intergrowth and plot of a Schmidt net (Fig. 24).

&lnidt
Net

Ztn

Frc. 2. Plotting of poles on
and Z ol microcline. -E is a of
hemisphere.

the reaction fabric diagram. X^, Y*, and Z^ are X, Y,
qrartz. Do" is upper hemisphere. Other points are lower
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The position of the third vibration direction is obtained by intersection.
(6) Determine the position of the c axis of qtartz (Eo) in the same in-

tergrowth and plot both upper and lower hemisphere poles on the same
sheet as the microcline (Fig. 2A).

(c) Rotate the plot to bring Xo,vertical (Fig.28;cf. Phil l ips 1953, p.

28). X^', Y*', and Z^' are the new positions oI X^, Y^, and Z^, and Eo'
is  the new posi t ion of  En.  (Note:-X^AX^' :Y^AY^' :Z*AZ^' :

Frc. 3. Plotting of poles on the reaction fabric diagram. X^, Y^, and Z^ are X, Y,

and Z oI microcline. Eru is upper hemisphere plot of e for quartz. Other points are lower

hemisphere.

EoAEo').If during rotation the lower hemisphere pole of qttartz (Eo)
moves on to the upper hemisphere, rotate the upper hemisphere pole
Eo" (F ig.  3) .

(d) Orient the plot so that the Y vibration direction of microcline
coincides with the N-S diameter of the net (Fig. 4A).

Eo" is not a unique position for the c axis of qttattz. There are four
positions for a point so derived as shown in Fig. 5. In this diagram the
ends of the vibration directions are difierentiated to allow the rotations
to be reconstructed. This is not so in practice and the four poles are
identical. In plotting the reaction fabric diagram all poles have been
transferred to the lower left hand quadrant a.g. Eo"' (Fig. aB).

(e) The point Eo"'is now transferred to a new plot (Fig.4B).
By using the above procedure one hundred c axes of qrtartz have been

plotted and the contour diagram drawn (Fig.6). This gives a reaction
fabric diagram of quartz with respect to microcline in micrographic
intergrowth.
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Tno SrnucruRE oF Quanrz eNo MrcnocrrNB

(a) Quartz (Bragg 1937, p. 83).

Quartz has a three dimensional framework with e (the slow-ray vibra-
tion direction) parallel to the c crystal axis. There are spiral chains of
SiOr tetrahedra with their spiral axes parallel to the c axis and these
chains turn in opposite directions for right- and left-handed quartz.

(D) Microcline (cf . Orthoclase, Bragg t937 , p. 232).
Microcline has a three dimensional framework with the X vibration

direction 5o-10o from the o crystal axis. Two cleavages (010 and 001)

lower
Papcr
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Frc. 4. Plotting of poles on the reaction fabric diagram. X*, Y-, and Z^ are X , Y , and Z of
microcline. Eq is e oI quartz. Lower hemisphere plot.
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7;

Fro. 5. Four equivalent positions for Eo", cf. Fig. 48. Lower hemisphere plot. X-,
Y* and Z^ arc X, Y, and Z of microcline. Eq is e(:6) of quartz.

are parallel to a and these cleavage planes have a high concentration of
K+ ions. Zig-zag chains of SiOE tetrahedra run parallel to the @ axis,
Y*c  and  Z=b .

INrBnpnorarroN oF rnB RBactroN FABRTc Drecneu oF QuARTz wrru
RBspncr ro MrcRocLrNE rN Mtcnocnapnrc Ixroncnowru

Figure 6 is a reaction fabric diagram of the c axes of qsartz with re-
spect to microcline in micrographic intergrowth. The poles are dis-
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tr ibuted over the whole quadrant. This indicates that there is no single
direction in microcline along which the , axes of qrartz are oriented.
However, there is a significant concentration of poles on the primitive.
In this concentration the c axes of qtrartz are oriented more or less per-
pendicular to the a axis of microcline (a^) and at about 45" to the 6 and
d axes of microcline (b* and c*). Thus the spiral chains in the qttartz
structure are more or less perpendicular to the zig-zag chains in micro-
cline and they intersect the cleavages in microcline at about 45'. By
reference to the crystal structure model of microcline, it appears that the
c axes of qtartz in this concentration lie in the 001 plane of the felspar.

Micrographic intergrowth probably can be formed either by replace-
ment or by simultaneous crystallization, and in either case a reaction
fabric could be produced. In the replacement of microcline (KAlSiaOs)
by quartz it is necessary to eliminate the K+ ion and substitute silicon

lrn%
E 3-+%

E=Zm

ffi z-rz"
t  -7%
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f OO Pofes to ench quodront
!'rc. 6. The reaction fabric diagram of the c axis of quartz in micrographic intergrowth

with microcline when the X vibration direction of microcline is vertical. X^, Y*, and Z^

arcX,YandZfor microcl ine.  a*,b^,andc^area,b andcof  microcl ine.Polesplot tedand

contour diagram. The four per cent contour encloses four per cent of 400 poles, i.e., 16

poles.
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for aluminium in the tetrahedra of the framework. The concentration
of the c axes of quartz in the 001 plane of microcline suggests that the
concentration of Si-o and Al-o tetrahedra in this plane has allowed the
substitution to take place without complete disruption of the silicate
framework. It might perhaps be expected that if this were the case the c
axis would grow in this plane and parallel to the 010 cleavage. That this
is not so suggests that the bonds in the framework which cross the 010
cleavage plane, although few in number, are Si-O rather than Al-O bonds.
This allows the bridging of the cleavage planes without disruption of the
sil icate framework.

If simultaneous crystallization produced the intergrowths, then it is
possible that the quartz nuclei encrusted the 001 plane of the microcline
with a concentration of c axes parallel to 001 and at 45o to 010. However,
in vugs and veins quartz crystals tend to grow so that the d axes are more
or less perpendicular to the surface on which they start crystallization.
It is unlikely, therefore, that the reaction fabric was produced by growth
ol qtartz crystals on either the 001, or the 010, plane of the microcline.

Tnn RB,q.crroN Fasnrc Dracneu ol rrrE o Axrs ot Ar,grrp wrrn
RBspBcr ro LABRADonrtn Wnrcn fr Ropr,ecBs

In basalts of Markle Type from Arthur,s Seat, Edinburgh (Clark
1956), many of the labradorite phenocrysts are partially replaced by
albite. The mineral fabric diagram of the @ axes of albite with respect to
the labradorite has been derived in the following way:-

For any one crystal the position of the X, Z and Z indicatrix direc-
tions of albite and labradorite were measured and plotted on a Schmidt
net. The position of the o axis of ablite was located in relation to the
vibration directions of that mineral. The plot was then rotated so that
the X axis of labradorite (X) was vertical, the Z axis (21) along the
E-W diameter of the net, and the I axis (I1) along the N-S diameter.
The position of the o axis of albite was then transferred, if necrssary, to
the lower left hand quadrant and plotted on a separate oriented sheet.

The Structure of Al,bi.te and Laboroilorite

The structures of these minerals are similar to that of orthoclase-a
three dimensional framework of Si-O and Al-O tetrahedra with zig-zag
chains parallel to the o crystal axes. The c axis of the unit cell of labrador-
ite is twice as long as that in the unit cell of albite.

The Int'erprelation oJ the Reaction Fabric Diagram oJ Albite Replacements
of Labradorite

Figure 7 shows a concentration of the poles of the o axis of albite in
the a-c plane (010) of labradorite with a relatively strong concentration
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Frc. 7. The reaction fabric diagram of the o axis of albite replacing labradorite when

the X vibration direction of labradorite is vertical. X, Y, and Z are X, Y, and Z oIlab-

radorite, and ol and q are a and c of labradorite. Poles plotted and contour diagram. The

five per cent contour encloses five per cent of 200 poles, i'.e.,10 poles.

of poles near the o axis of labradorite (or). This latter concentration sug-

gests that when labradorite is replaced by albite the zig-zag chains in

the former retain their identity, and that aluminium is replaced by

silicon with only a small modificatlon of the silicate framework. The

general concentration of poles in the 010 plane probably indicates that

the albite has a tendency to grow along the 010 cleavage.

The Optics of the Plagioclases

In determining the position of the a crystal axis of albite and labrador-

ite with respect to the vibration directions of light through the minerals,

an interesting relationship between the indicatrix and the o crystal axis

was noted. Figure 8 shows a lower hemisphere stereographic plot of the

a axes oI plagioclase when the X, Y and Z vibration directions are in the

positions shown. The a axes lie very close to the plane of X and Z. Figure

9 shows a lower hemisphere plot of the XV planes of the plagioclases

when the o crvstal axis is vertical (cf. Winchell 1951, Fig. t72,p' 274)'

I
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The rotation of the XY plane about the o axis in passing from anorthite
to albite is worthy of note. Figure 10 is a series of three dimensional
diagrams showing how in passing from anorthite to albite there is a
clockwise rotation of the XV plane of the indicatrix about the o crystal
axis with, at the same time, a rotation of X and Y in a clockwise direc-
tion within the plane.

This is a relatively simple way of visualising the position of the indic-
atrix in the plagioclase and perhaps indicates that the zig-zag chains
in the plagioclase structure, which are parallel to the o crystal axes, are
exerting some controlling influence over the orientation of the indicatrix.

TnB PnBlBnnno OnrnNrATroN oB Cnysrer Srnucrunps

Preferred orientation of one mineral with respect to another may
possibly be brought about by exsolution, simultaneous crystallization,
parallel growth, or replacement.

Etcsolution

Minerals which form solid solutions contain ions of about equal radius
and valency, and have similar crystal structures. When exsolution takes

Frc. 8. Optic orientation of the plagioclases. Lower hemisphere, stereographic plot
showing the movement of the o axes of the plagioclases in the XIZ plane. X, Y, and Z
are the principal axes of the plagioclase indicatrix. aoa-a onarethe a axes of the plagioclases.
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Frc. 9. Optic orientation of the plagioclases. Lower hemisphere stereographic plot

showing the rotatibn of the XI plane of the plagioclases about the o crystal axis.Xoton

ar'd Yob dn are the X and I indicatrix axes of the plagioclase.

place the solute and solvent minerals take up relative orientations de-
termined by the structure, e.g., when ilmenite unmixes from magnetite
the (0001) planes in the former are parallel to the (111) planes in the
latter. Both these planes contain some sheets of oxygen ions which
have similar spacing within the sheets (Edwards 1954, p. 76). Again in
the perthites the sil icate framework is continuous throughout the whole

anorthite butownihe labrodoritn andesine o
(on.) ' (vy) (lo ) (and)

Frc. 10. Optic orientation of the plagioclases. Three dimensional diagram showing the

rotation of the XI plane about the a axis in the plagioclases' X and I are two principal

axes of the plagioclase indicatrix.
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crystal, the exsolution involving a redistribution oI the Na+ and K+ ions
(Bragg 1937 , p. 40).

In both the above cases a reaction fabric diagram of one mineral with
respect to the other should give a difierent but high concentration for
each kind of pole.

S im.ult one ou s C r y stalliz ati o n

Simultaneous crystallization usually involves two or more minerals of
dissimilar structure. I lowever, it is possible that, in certain cases, crys-
tals may interfere with one another during growth so that one orients
the other. Niggli (1954, p.469) states: "At the outset, because of the
Brownian movement, crystal nuclei may impinge on one another and
grow by forming aggregates (aggregate growth or initial formation of
secondary particles with micellar structure). The mutual orientation of
the individual nuclei will be more or less perfect and often only have
the character of a twinned intergrowth."

Parollel Growth

In some cases of parallel growth where the minerals have similar
crystal structure, relative orientation is obvious from inspection, e.g.
parallel growth in micas. It is possible also that a reaction fabric may be
produced by overgrowth (Niggli 1954, p. 254), and it is apparent from
Niggli's figure 150 that the orientation of the hornblende is controlled
by the orientation of the augite upon which it has grown (the c axes are
parallel).

Replocement

Whereas the above three processes are restricted, in general, to igneous
rocks and pegmatites, usually as local phenomena, replacement is one of
the most common geological processes. Almost all igneous masses show
some replacement, whether of metasomatic or autometasomatic origin,
and in contract rocks it is almost ubiquitous.

Replacement is generally conceded to be volume for volume, i.e., the
amount of a guest required to replace a given host depends on the rela-
tive specific gravities. This need not mean a complete destruction of the
crystal structure of the mineral being replaced, and in many replacements
involving silica and silicates it is probable that associated groups of
SiOr tetrahedra from the host are incorporated in the guest mineral.
Chemical reactions take the line of least resistance. If a mineral is stable
under certain conditions of temperature, pressure, and concentration,
then it is formed by that process in which least energy is expended. In
the replacement of microcline by qtartz for example, it is economical of
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energy if SiO4 tetrahedra are retained and built into the qlrartz with a

minimum of reorientation, thus producing a reaction fabric.
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